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Research has demonstrated that individuals with higher facial width-to-height ratios (fWHR) are consistently
perceived negatively on numerous important interpersonal dimensions. In contrast, the current research posited
that high fWHR individuals might be perceived as providing group advantages, and thus preferred in certain
contexts. We examined how fWHR influences group membership selection decisions during competitive inter-
group contexts. Faces with a high or low fWHR were presented in arrays, and participants were tasked with
selecting group members across a variety of contexts. In Study 1, participants were more likely to select high
fWHR individuals for groupmembership during intergroup competition. Results from the following four studies
lead to the conclusion that preferences for higher fWHR individuals in competitive intergroup contexts are driven
by inferences of physical strength and aggression. Thus, fWHR is perceived as a cue to attributes considered
advantageous during times of intergroup conflict.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Those who have participated in gym-class or recess in grade school
might be familiar with the concept of picking teams. For an upcoming
competitive game like kickball or football, two captains are selected,
who then take turns choosing additional players to be on their team.
Presumably, captains strategically select players who will maximize
their team's likelihood of winning the game. On what bases are these
captains picking their teams? To what extent do their decisions influ-
ence the team's outcomes? The current research implemented a similar
paradigm to explore how facial structure determines whether, in which
contexts, and why some individuals are most likely to be selected for
group membership. Specifically, we explore the reasons why individ-
uals with a high facialwidth-to-height ratio (fWHR)might be perceived
as advantageous in intergroup competitive contexts.
.

Informative faces

Faces are often thefirst and perhapsmost influential factor in driving
our initial impressions of others. The cues contained in others' faces are
used to sort people intomeaningful social categories (Cloutier,Mason, &
Macrae, 2005; Livingston & Brewer, 2002; Mason, Cloutier, & Macrae,
2006), from which associated stereotypes and related characteristics
are activated (Freeman & Ambady, 2011). These perceived characteris-
tics evoke powerful effects on perceptions of, and behavior toward,
targeted individuals (Brewer, 1988; Dovidio, Kawakami, Johnson,
Johnson, & Howard, 1997; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Lepore & Brown,
1997). Thus, facial cues can provide the initial seed fromwhich percep-
tual and cognitive processes evolve to influence how an individual is
perceived and treated.

Indeed, facial appearance has a surprisingly robust ability to predict
outcomes of societal consequence, as demonstrated by research across
multiple domains. For instance, trait attributions from politicians' faces
have been linked to political outcomes across multiple cultures
(Ballew & Todorov, 2007; Hehman, Carpinella, Johnson, Leitner, &
Freeman, 2014a; Olivola & Todorov, 2010; Rule et al., 2010; Todorov,
Mandisodza, Goren, & Hall, 2005). In addition, judicial decisions are
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associated with the facial features of defendants (Goff, Eberhardt,
Williams, & Jackson, 2008; Zebrowitz &McDonald, 1991), and company
financial performance is related to the facial features of their CEOs (Rule
& Ambady, 2011; Wong, Ormiston, & Haselhuhn, 2011).

Thus, that facial characteristics are associated with such important
outcomes can be explained by sensitivity to subtle facial cues that
convey important and accurate information about others. Ecological
perspectives have posited that our social perceptions of others arise
from adaptive and functionally significant attunements to evolutionari-
ly meaningful cues, resulting in perceptions that can be more accurate
than chance (McArthur & Baron, 1983). Supportive of this perspective,
a face's perceived dominance and masculinity (Fink, Neave, & Seydel,
2007), skin pigment (Stephen, Law Smith, Stirrat, & Perrett, 2009),
adiposity (Tinlin et al., 2013), and averageness (Rhodes et al., 2001;
Thornhill &Møller, 1997) have been linked to a variety of metrics indic-
ative of reproductive fitness. Thus, perceivers can effectively utilize the
information conveyed by these cues to inform their behaviors toward
a target.

This sensitivity to particular cues is fluid, and can be influenced by
contextual factors. For instance foes are perceived as physically larger
when they have weapons (Fessler, Holbrook, & Snyder, 2012) and
smaller when perceivers are accompanied by numerous allies (Fessler
& Holbrook, 2013), suggesting that threat heightens sensitivity to cues
associated with danger. In addition, females find more masculine faces
more attractive at times of peak fertility (Penton-Voak et al., 1999).
These results demonstrate that sensitivity to particular cues can be
enhanced in contexts in which cues are particularly relevant.

Facial width-to-height ratio

A recent surge of research has examined one specific facial cue,male
fWHR, or a face's bizygomatic width (i.e., the distance between the left
and right zygion, or cheekbones) divided by the upper facial height
(i.e., the distance between the upper lip and mid-brow; Fig. 1). Recent
research has demonstrated the magnitude of fWHR's impact on critical
social perceptions. For instance, inferences of aggression (Carré,
McCormick, & Mondloch, 2009; Geniole, Keyes, Mondloch, Carré, &
McCormick, 2012; Short et al., 2012), racial prejudice (Hehman,
Leitner, & Gaertner, 2013b), and untrustworthiness (Stirrat & Perrett,
2010) are greater for males with a higher fWHR than their thinner
faced peers. Furthermore, evaluations based upon fWHR are often
accurate, as higher fWHRmalesweremore likely to engage in deception
(Haselhuhn & Wong, 2012), react aggressively (Carré & McCormick,
Fig. 1. Example of facial width-to-height ratio coding.
2008), and report racial prejudices (Hehman, Leitner, Deegan, &
Gaertner, 2013a).

Given the aggressive and dominant behavioral tendencies associat-
ed with a higher fWHR, some have looked toward testosterone as a
developmental explanation. The amount of testosterone present during
adolescence is related to human male cranial growth (Verdonck,
Gaethofs, Carels, & de Zegher, 1999), and a high testosterone-to-
estrogen ratio is specifically thought to facilitate the lateral growth of
the cheek-bones, mandibles, chin, and the forward growth of the
bones of the eyebrowridges (Enlow&Hans, 1996; Farkas, 1994). Recent
work has demonstrated that males with greater fWHR had higher
baseline and reactive levels of testosterone (Lefevre, Lewis, Perrett, &
Penke, 2013). Furthermore, many of the behaviors associated with
fWHR are consistent with those more firmly connected with testoster-
one, such as aggression, desire for social dominance, and decreased
inhibition (Eisenegger, Haushofer, & Fehr, 2011; Mazur & Booth, 1998;
Mehta & Beer, 2010). Considered in concert, evidence suggests a
relationship between testosterone and the lateral bone growth involved
in fWHR.

Negative associations with fWHR

Given that higher fWHR corresponds with perceptions of aggression
(Carré et al., 2009; Geniole et al., 2012; Short et al., 2012), intimidation
(Hehman et al., 2013b), lesser intelligence, lesser friendliness, greater
expression of prejudice (Hehman et al., 2013a), and untrustworthiness
(Stirrat & Perrett, 2010), one possible explanation for individuals'
demonstrated and robust sensitivity to fWHR is to facilitate avoidance
of these individuals who are potentially dangerous both to one's physi-
cal person and to one's resources.

These results, however, present an interesting conundrum. If fWHR
is so reliably perceived in a negative manner, potential group members
might shun high fWHR individuals, thereby decreasing their well-being
and survival. Indeed, social interaction and cooperation have played a
critical role in humanity's evolutionary past (Fowler & Christakis,
2010; Gintis, 2000; Knauft, Abler, Betzig, & Boehm, 1991), and chronic
ostracismof high-fWHR individualswould place high-fWHR individuals
at a reproductive disadvantage. To the contrary, recent research has
instead demonstrated that males with a higher fWHR reproduce at
higher rates than low fWHR males (Loehr & O'Hara, 2013) and are
preferred for short-term relationships (Valentine, Li, Penke, & Perrett,
2014). A question directing this research then, was how higher fWHR
individuals might maintain such reproductive success in spite of being
negatively perceived on a number of interpersonal dimensions. One
unexamined possibility is that, in certain contexts, high fWHR individ-
uals provide recognized benefits to the group and are accordingly
desirable. The impetus for the current research was to test this possibil-
ity and to determine these contexts.

Positive associations with fWHR

One such context might be intergroup competition. Lethal inter-
group competition has persisted throughout all of recorded human
history and is almost exclusively the domain of males (Van Vugt,
2009). Participation in intergroup competition has been posited as
evolutionarily advantageous because it may have increased a survivor's
resources, attracted potential mates, increased the survivability of rela-
tives, and reduced same-sex competitors (McDonald, Asher, Kerr, &
Navarrete, 2011; Tooby & Cosmides, 1988). Because lethal competition
generally occurred across group boundaries (Navarrete, McDonald,
Molina, & Sidanius, 2010; Van Vugt, 2009), group membership would
moderate the manner in which physically formidable males are per-
ceived: negatively when part of the outgroup, but positively when
part of the ingroup. Thus, since high fWHRmales are perceived as phys-
ically strong, dangerous, and intimidating (Hehman, Leitner, & Freeman,
2014b; Hehman et al., 2013b), they should be valued and preferred as
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members of one's team in competitive contexts, rather than as a potential
competitor. High fWHRmalesmight therefore be preferred specifically in
competitive intergroup contexts involving contests of physical strength.

A close examination of recent research provides support for the
hypothesis that higher fWHR males may receive positive evaluations
in competitive intergroup contexts. In many ways, high fWHR males
are ideal for conflict. Some early research indicates that wider-faced
men might have a proclivity for strife, as men of the Namibian !Kung
San with wider faces had been involved in a greater degree of violence
(Christiansen & Winkler, 2000), and neuroimaging work has demon-
strated that amygdala reactivity to social challenge is positively correlat-
ed with self-reported aggression only in high fWHR males (Carré,
Murphy, & Hariri, 2013). Beyond a simple proclivity, however, males
with higher fWHR might demonstrate superior performance during
lethal competition. For instance, examining skeletons in a forensic
sample revealed that men with higher fWHR were less likely to have
been killed by physical violence (Stirrat, Stulp, & Pollet, 2012). Finally,
higher fWHR individuals demonstrate behaviors that are advantageous
during intergroup competition, such as beingmore likely to sacrifice for
and cooperate with ingroupmembers, despite being less trustworthy at
an individual level (Stirrat & Perrett, 2012).

The current research

Thus, previous research has either correlated evolutionarily-
desirable outcomes with fWHR in archival samples, such as decreased
death by physical violence (Stirrat et al., 2012) and greater reproductive
success (Loehr & O'Hara, 2013), or examined behaviors of high fWHR
males that might be valuable to the group during conflict, such as
reactive aggression (Carré et al., 2013) or increased cooperation with
the group during conflict (Stirrat & Perrett, 2012). No research, howev-
er, has yet examined how others perceive these dangerous, high fWHR
males, specifically regarding when and why other individuals might
choose to associate with them. Given the coalition-based nature of
human evolution and conflict (McDonald, Navarrete, & Van Vugt, 2012;
Van Vugt, De Cremer, & Janssen, 2007), understanding the conditional ac-
ceptance of these individuals is critical to understanding why fWHR
might persist as an honest signal of physical strength or aggression.

Building upon the above framework, we hypothesize that high
fWHR individuals are associated with characteristics that are advanta-
geous in competitive intergroup contexts. Conflict has been a consistent
element throughout human history, and high fWHR individuals may
have been regarded as heroic figures and thus valuable to the group in
intergroup competitive contexts. Indeed, the benefits of high fWHR
individuals during intergroup competition may have outweighed their
perceived interpersonal dangers. Thus, the primary goal of the current
work was to examine in which contexts, and why, high fWHR individ-
uals might be preferred over those with lower fWHRs.

We did so by creating a novel paradigm in which participants had to
“pick teams.” Participants were presented a series of faces varying in
fWHR, and selected targets for groupmembership in different contexts.
Themajority of stimuli in these studieswere computer-generated using
FaceGen. Presenting computer-generated facial stimuli was advanta-
geous for several reasons. First, it allowed for precision in maintaining
the emotional content and controlling the identities of the faces while
digitally manipulating fWHR. In addition, as faces vary in an abundance
of different dimensions, generating a multitude of faces “randomizes
out” any facial characteristics not explicitly controlled by the manipula-
tions. A broad array of research has utilized computer-generated faces
for these reasons (Freeman, Johnson, Ambady, & Rule, 2010; Pauker
et al., 2009; Rhodes et al., 2001), and neurophysiological and behavioral
responses to computer-generated faces do not differ from “real” faces
(MacDorman, Green, Ho, & Koch, 2009). Nevertheless, we also tested
our hypotheses using real faces to ensure ecological validity.

Accordingly, throughout the research project, we manipulated the
context in which individuals picked teams, in order to determine the
requirements for and boundary conditions of preferring higher fWHR
group members. In Study 1, we demonstrated that individuals were
sensitive to fWHR in competitive contexts, and that high fWHR targets
were preferred over low fWHR targets for an unspecified intergroup
competition. Studies 2A and 2B provided preliminary evidence that
the perceived physical strength might be driving the preferences
for high fWHR individuals, as high fWHR targets were selected for a
physical, but not intellectual, competition. Studies 3A and 3B demon-
strated that the effects hold in intergroup competitions additionally
requiring within-group cooperation (American football). And finally,
Study 3B specifically found perceptions of aggression and physical
strength to mediate the relationships between fWHR and group
membership selection.

Study 1

We first examined whether individuals were sensitive to fWHR
when choosing a team with the intention of winning a competition,
regardless of whether they were picking individuals to be on their
team, or on the team against which they would compete. We predicted
that individuals would bemore likely to select higher fWHR individuals
to be on their team tomaximize their chances ofwinning anunspecified
intergroup competition.

Methods

101 psychology undergraduates (50 male) from an eastern US
university participated for partial course credit in a 2-level (Choosing
Team: My team, Other team) between-subjects design.

Stimuli
Using FaceGen, twenty male computer-generated faces were

created. All facial stimuli were White, aged approximately between
20–30 years of age, and presented directly facing participants (yaw
angle: 0, pitch angle: −10, field of view angle: 17, distance ratio:
3) with a neutral expression. All other factors (e.g., symmetry, internal
facial structure) were allowed to vary randomly.

Following random face generation, faces were digitally manipulated
to appear with either a higher or lower fWHR, utilizing benchmarks
from previous research with real faces (Hehman et al., 2013a;
Hehman et al., 2013b). Specifically, the aspect ratio of each face was
changed using Irfanview. Face-height was matched across all targets
while the width of each face was systematically increased or decreased.
Thus, for each face-identity, two versions were produced, one face with
higher fWHR, henceforth “high fWHR”, and one face with lower fWHR,
henceforth “low fWHR.”

Confirming the efficacy of these manipulations, fWHR in the high
fWHR condition (M = 1.89, SD= .04) was greater than the low fWHR
condition (M = 1.66, SD = .06). Faces were then placed into 2-row
arrays in random order, with each face numbered 1–10 (Fig. 2). Half
the faces in each array were high fWHR and half were low fWHR.
Critically, the same identities were maintained between fWHR condi-
tions, resulting in a yoked design with 2 different arrays. Thus, the
only feature varying between arrays was whether a particular identity
was presented with high or low fWHR.

Procedure
Participants completed the task on a computer. They were informed

that they would observe 10 digital faces that had been modeled from
real individuals, and given the following instructions:

“Your task is to choose 5 of these faces with regard to an upcoming
competitive event. Your goal is to win this unspecified competitive
event, by defeating the other team. Half of youwill be picking people
whowill be on your team during the competition against the 5 faces
you don't choose. And half of you will be picking people to be on the



Table 1
Mean number of high fWHR targets included on “Own Team” across all studies (standard
deviation in parentheses).

Study Context High fWHR targets selected Cohen's d

1 Unspecified competition 2.94 (1.04)+ .43
2A Boxing 3.19 (.94)+ .74

Chess 2.15 (.98)− .36
2B Boxing 3.02 (.74)+ .70
3A Football 3.14 (1.20)+ .53

Physical strength 3.19 (1.08)+ .64
Aggression 3.10 (1.22)+ .49
Intelligence 1.95 (.86)− .64
Trustworthiness 2.29 (1.01) .21

Fig. 2. Example target array.
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other team, and your team will be made of the 5 people you don't
choose.”

Participants were then randomly assigned and instructed to choose
faces for their team or for the other team by clicking check boxes under-
neath each face. Following face selection, participants reported their gender.

Results

Wehad hypothesized that high fWHR targets would bemore likely to
be selected for one's team, and that high fWHR targetswouldbe less likely
to be selected for the other team (or alternatively, that low fWHR targets
would be more likely to be selected for the other team). To test these hy-
potheses, we summed the number of high fWHR individuals selected by
each participant on each array, creating a variable ranging from 0 (no
high fWHR targets selected) to 5 (all high fWHR targets selected). This
variable was then subjected to a 2 (participant gender: male, female) × 2
2 (choosing team: my team, other team) mixed-model analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the second factor.

Results revealed that participants selected more high fWHR
targets for their own team than for the other team, F(1, 97) =
15.57, p b .001, ηp2 = .14. This effect did not vary by gender, F(1,
97) = .061, p = .805.1 A more stringent test of this hypothesis was
performed by comparing the number of high fWHR targets selected
in each condition to the number predicted by chance (i.e., 2.5, since
5 high fWHR targets were available in each array of 10). One sample
t-tests revealed that more high fWHR male targets were selected
than chance when picking targets for one's own team (M = 3.00,
SD = 1.07), t(49) = 3.31, p = .002, 95% CI [.20, .80], and fewer
high fWHR targets were selected than chance when picking targets
for the other team (M = 2.12, SD = 1.01), t(49) = −2.70, p =
.010, 95% CI [− .67, − .10] (see Table 1; Fig. 3). No other effects
were present.

Discussion

Results support our hypothesis that individualswere sensitive tomale
targets' fWHR when picking teams for an upcoming, unspecified
1 Throughout all studies, there were no effects of participant gender or order of target
presentation.
intergroup competition. Namely, high fWHR male targets were selected
for group membership, regardless of whether the task was presented as
picking targets to either be on one's own or the opposing team. This
result provides the first experimental evidence that higher fWHR individ-
uals are perceived in a positive, desirablemanner in competitive contexts.
Studies 2A and 2B

In Study 1, the context of the selection decisions was an unspecified
intergroup competition. Thus, though high fWHR males were clearly
preferred in this context, exactly what aspects of the context made
this cue perceived as valuable remained unclear. Because previous
research has found that individuals perceived as higher in dominance
and masculinity were physically stronger (Fink et al., 2007), and previ-
ous fWHR research has hinted at the survivability of high fWHR males
during lethal intergroup conflict (Stirrat et al., 2012), perceptions of
qualities valued during conflict, such as aggression and physical ability,
might be driving these effects. To examine this possibility in Studies 2A
and 2B, we testedwhether higher fWHR individuals would be preferred
in physical (i.e., boxing), rather than non-physical (i.e., chess), competi-
tions. In addition, Study 2B used stimuli created in a novel manner to
ensure that our effects were not an artifact of either the identities or
method used to increase fWHR.
3B Football 3.32 (.74)+ 1.11

Note. + indicates significantly greater than chance. − Indicates significantly less than
chance.



Fig. 3. Frequency count of when participant selections resulted in the high and low
fWHR version of each male target being on one's team across all participants in
Study 1. For each target, the high fWHR version was selected for own-team more
often than the low fWHR version.

Fig. 4. Mean number of high fWHR targets selected in Study 2A by condition. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Study 2A

Methods
Seventy-one individuals (30 male) participated through Amazon

Mechanical Turk in exchange for monetary compensation in a 2-level
(choosing context: chess, boxing) between-subjects design.
Stimuli and procedure
In Study 2A, stimuli were identical to Study 1, though targets were

presented in a random order in each array to eliminate the potential
for confounds relating to presentation order. The procedure was similar
to Study 1,with the following exceptions. Participants were taskedwith
selecting 5 faces to be on their team in either a boxing or chess
tournament.
Results

The total number of high fWHR faces selected was computed identi-
cally to Study 1. This variable was then subjected to a 2 (event: boxing,
chess) × 2 (participant gender: male, female) ANOVA. Results revealed
a main effect of event, F(1, 69) = 18.88, p b .001, ηp2 = .22, indicating
that a greater number of high fWHR faces were selected for the boxing
competition than the chess competition. No other effects were present.
As in Study 1, we tested whether these selections differed from chance
in each condition (Fig. 4). Participants selectedmore high fWHR targets
than chance in the boxing context (M = 3.19, SD = .94), t(36) = 4.47,
p b .001, 95% CI [.376, 1.002], and fewer than chance in the chess context
(M=2.15, SD=.99), t(33)=−2.08, p=.045, 95%CI [− .698,− .008].2, 3
2 Study 2A was an exact replication of a previously conducted but unreported study
(n=30). Results were largely identical, in that a greater number of high fWHR faces were
selected for the boxing than the chess competition, F(1, 28) = 25.05, p b .001, ηp2 = .49.
Participants selected more high fWHR targets than chance in the boxing context
(M = 3.67, SD = .78), t(11) = 5.191, p b .001, but unlike Study 2A reported in the main
text, rate of selection did not differ from chance in the chess context (M = 2.22,
SD = .73), t(17) = −1.61, p = .126. Because of the smaller sample and trend of data in
this study, we thought the null effect in the chess condition a likely Type II error, and con-
ducted the entirely new replication reported as Study 2A.We report these previous results
here for full transparency.

3 In addition, due to concerns that the necks of the stimuli might be generating infer-
ences of body strength, we conducted another study essentially identical to Study 2A, ex-
cept that the necks of the stimuli were fully cropped. 51 participants (17 female) from
Mechanical Turk participated for compensation. Results were fully consistent with those
reported throughout the manuscript: high fWHR faces were selected more than chance
(M = 3.07, SD= 1.07), t(50) = 3.74, p b .001, 95% CI [.259, .859] even when neck infor-
mation was unavailable.
Study 2B

Methods
Study 2B sought to replicate the boxing condition of Study 2A to

ensure that our effects to this point were not a stimuli-related artifact.
We focused on this condition as it was the stronger effect in Study 2A,
and because of our theoretical interest in when high fWHR
males were selected for group membership, rather than avoided.
Eighty-eight psychology undergraduates (31 male) from two different
eastern US universities4 participated for partial course credit.
Stimuli and procedure
Ten male targets with entirely new identities were again created

using FaceGen in a manner identical to those utilized in Studies 1–2A.
However, following face generation, fWHR was manipulated instead
by increasing the height of the brow-ridge and decreasing the mouth
height, thereby influencing the horizontal borders of fWHR, rather
than the vertical (Fig. 5). Importantly, and deviating from stimuli in
Studies 1–2A, only the internal features of each face were manipulated,
and the external shapes maintained. Specifically, defining the total
height of a face as the distance from the chin to the top of the head,
our manipulations had specific measurements as follows. Starting at
the chin, the brow was moved to be 61% of the distance up the face in
the low condition, and 63% in the high condition. For lip height, the
lips were moved 18% of the distance up the face in the low condition,
and 22% in the high condition.

Confirming the efficacy of these manipulations, fWHR in the high
fWHR condition (M = 1.70, SD = .09) was greater than in the low
fWHR condition (M = 1.54, SD = .05). We note that the fWHR differ-
ence between high and low conditions in Study 2B is smaller than the
differences in Studies 1–2A. Study 2B thus provides a conservative test
of our hypotheses. Faces were again placed into two, 2-row arrays in
random order, with each face numbered 1–10, and which array partici-
pants observedwas randomized. Again, in each arrayhalf the faceswere
high fWHR and half low fWHR. The procedure was identical to the
boxing condition of Study 2A.
4 There was no difference between participants from each university in any study.



Fig. 5. Example of methods used to manipulate fWHR in Studies 1–3B.
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Results

The critical test of our hypothesis was again provided by comparing
the number of high fWHR targets selected to that expected by chance. A
one-sample t-test revealed that high fWHR targets were significantly
more likely to be selected than chance would predict (M = 3.02,
SD = .74), t(87) = 6.61, p b .001, 95% CI [.36, .68], replicating Studies
1 and 2A.

Discussion

The results of Studies 2A and 2B indicated that qualities valued in a
physical competition were potentially driving picking high fWHR
individuals for one's team. In a physically-demanding boxing context,
high fWHR individuals were more likely to be selected for one's team,
and were avoided in a non-physical chess context. Because of associa-
tions between chess and intelligence, this latter effect might be due to
a negative relationship between fWHR-cued perceptions of physical
strength and intelligence, and we pursued this possibility further in
Study 3. Finally, the unique stimuli used in Study 2B provide evidence
that the results are not an artifact of the stimuli manipulations.

Studies 3A and 3B

The contexts in the previous studies did not specify whether active
cooperation between team members was required (Study 1) or did
not require active cooperation (Studies 2A and 2B). Perceptions of
willingness to cooperate might be an important factor in driving
group selection decisions, however, as previous research has indicated
that high fWHR individuals were perceived as less trustworthy (Stirrat
& Perrett, 2010). Thus, to examine whether high fWHR individuals
would be selected for team membership in a context in which both
cooperation and physical ability were valuable, participants in Studies
3A and 3B selected teams for an upcoming (American) football game.

Critically, while the previous studies examined sensitivity to fWHR
during group selection in various contexts, they did not directly test
the inferences associated with fWHR that might be driving these
decisions. To determine the trait inferences driving group selection,
participants selected (Study 3A) or rated (Study 3B) individuals they
perceived as highest on factors both associated with fWHR and impor-
tant to impression formation generally: aggression, physical strength,
intelligence, and trustworthiness.

Methods

Twenty-one participants (8male, 1 unreported) in Study 3A, and 44
participants (22 male, 1 unreported) in Study 3B participated through
Amazon Mechanical Turk in exchange for monetary compensation.

Stimuli and procedure
In Study 3A, stimuli were identical to those utilized in Study 2B.

Study 3B used real faces from the Eberhardt Face Database that were
grayscaled, standardized for size, and digitally manipulated to appear
with a higher and lower fWHR consistent with the method used in
Studies 1–2A (Fig. 5). For both studies, the procedure was initially
similar to that utilized in Studies 1–2B, in that participants were
selecting 5 faces from an array of 10. However, participants selected
faces in the context of choosing teams for an upcoming football game.

In Study 3A only, following target selection, participants were
presented with 4 additional arrays for which instead of picking teams
for a football game, they selected the 5 most aggressive, physically
strong, intelligent, and trustworthy individuals from the same array.
These arrays were presented in random order. In Study 3B only, follow-
ing target selection, participants were presented each of the 10 faces,
appearing individually and in random order, and rated them for aggres-
sion, physical strength, intelligence, and trustworthiness on a 1—“Not at
all” to 7—“Very much” scale. Participants in 3B rated only the high or
low fWHR version of each face they were presented from the original
array. Incorporating different methods between these two studies
provided the opportunity to assess converging evidence supporting
our hypotheses.

Results

Study 3A
Consistentwith the results of the previous studies, participants were

more likely than chance to select high fWHR faces for their football team
(M = 3.14, SD = 1.20), t(20) = 2.47, p = .023, 95% CI [.10, 1.19]. In
addition, we examined perceptions of aggression, physical strength,
intelligence, and trustworthiness in an identical manner, comparing
selection based upon these characteristics to chance. Results revealed
that participants selected high fWHR targets more than chance when
selecting the most aggressive, t(20) = 2.23, p = .037, 95% CI [.04,
1.15], and physically strong, t(20) = 2.94, p = .008, 95% CI [.20, 1.18]
(Table 1). In addition, high fWHR targets were selected less than chance
for perceptions of intelligence, t(20) = −2.90, p = .009, 95% CI [− .94,
− .15]. Only selections based on perceptions of trustworthiness did not
differ from chance, t(20) = − .975, p = .341, 95% CI [− .67, .24].

Though the above results reveal differences between high and low
fWHR targets in evaluations of aggression, strength, and intelligence,
these differences do not necessarily mean that all were driving football
team selection. To examine which factors did influence team selection,
in a single model we regressed the number of high fWHR faces selected
for football teammembership on the number of high fWHR faces select-
ed for each factor. Of the four factors, only aggression (β = .531, p =
.009) and physical strength (β = .399, p = .041) were related to high
fWHR team selection. Adjusted R2 indicated that these two factors
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explained ~63% of the variance in high fWHR faces selected. Thus, both
perceived physical strength and aggression independently influenced
an increased tendency to select high fWHR targets for participants'
football teams.
Study 3B
Identical to the initial analysis above,we testedwhether participants

were more likely than chance to choose high fWHR real faces for their
football team. Replicating Study 3Awithmore ecologically valid stimuli,
high fWHR targets were selected more frequently than chance (M =
3.32, SD= .74), t(43) = 7.33, p b .001, 95% CI [.59, 1.04].

Unlike Study 3A, participants in Study 3B indicated to what extent
they viewed each target as aggressive, physically strong, intelligent,
and trustworthy using Likert scales. Using paired samples t-tests, we
compared the ratings of the high fWHR faces to the low fWHR versions
to further test whether fWHR was associated with each trait. Results
revealed that high fWHR targets were rated significantly more aggres-
sive, t(43) = 3.12, p = .003, 95% CI [.12, .55], and physically strong,
t(43) = 2.43, p = .020, 95% CI [.05, .56], than low fWHR versions.
Ratings of intelligence, t(43) = −1.06, p = .294, 95% CI [− .30, .09],
and trustworthiness, t(43) = − .311, p = .757, 95% CI [− .25, .18], did
not differ between high and low fWHR versions of targets.

To directly examine which factors were driving team selection, in
separate multi-level models, we tested whether ratings of aggression,
physical strength, intelligence, and trustworthiness mediated the
relationship between target fWHR and selection for groupmembership.
Tests of mediation were conducted using 95% confidence intervals of
the indirect effect derived from Monte Carlo estimation (Preacher &
Selig, 2012). Consistent with the results of Study 3A, both ratings of
aggression, 95% CI [.073, .385], and physical strength, 95% CI [.070, .560],
significantly mediated the relationship between target fWHR and team
selection, whereas ratings of intelligence and trustworthiness did not
(Fig. 6).
Discussion

The current study thus resolves multiple remaining questions from
Studies 1–2B, and determines the core factors driving selection of high
fWHR targets for team membership. Participants persisted in selecting
high fWHR targets even in the context of a team competition requiring
cooperation, and with more ecologically valid stimuli. Most important-
ly, ratings made after the task make clear which fWHR-associated traits
were responsible for team selection. Results from both Studies 3A and
3B converge in implicating perceptions of physical strength and aggres-
sion as the primary inferences responsible for team selection in this
context, each exerting an independent but parallel effect.
Fig. 6.Mediation models from Study 3B. Solid lines represent significant p
There were several discrepancies between Studies 3A and 3B in
terms of effect sizes, as generally effects were smaller in Study 3B.
There are several explanations for these differences, involving method-
ological variation between studies. First, in Study 3B participants made
ratings while viewing faces one at a time, whereas in Study 3A they
viewed an array of 10 faces simultaneously and selected the 5 highest
on a particular trait. Because Study 3A had fewer participants and thus
less statistical power than Study 3B, yet demonstrated more abundant
and robust relationships, one explanation for these differences is that
choosing between faces viewed together in arrays may have allowed
for a more sensitive comparison of stimuli. Thus, Study 3B might be
considered a more conservative test of our hypotheses.

In addition, Study 3Bpresented real faces, whereas the faces in Study
3A were digitally generated. Thus, our effects may have been slightly
diluted when participants examined “noisier” real faces, less precisely
controlled than those digitally generated. In addition, our fWHRmanip-
ulation in Study 3A, in attempting to maintain overall headsize, may
have shifted targets along a babyfacedness continuum. In other words,
low fWHR targets may have had more neotonous facial features
(Zebrowitz & Montepare, 1992). While babyfacedness cannot fully
explain the effects reported here, future work using this manipulation
might wish to control for this possibility. Together, these results high-
light the advantages and disadvantages of using both types of stimuli
when examining inferred traits from faces, and why effects should be
examined with both externally valid and highly controlled stimuli.
Regardless of these subtle differences, both Studies 3A and 3B converge
in finding that high fWHR faces were perceived as more aggressive and
physically strong than lower fWHR faces, and that team selection deci-
sions in this context were directly determined by these perceptions.
General discussion

While previous archival research has demonstrated associations
between high fWHR and desirable outcomes such as greater reproduc-
tive success (Loehr & O'Hara, 2013; Valentine et al., 2014) or decreased
death by physical violence (Stirrat et al., 2012), interpersonal evalua-
tions of high fWHR males have been almost unanimously negative in
valence (Carré et al., 2009; Hehman et al., 2013a; Short et al., 2012;
Stirrat & Perrett, 2010). Thus, the social mechanisms underlying the
perceived value and group-acceptance of high fWHRmales, and driving
positive outcomes associated with high fWHR, were unknown. The
current research is therefore novel in demonstrating both when and
why high fWHR males are preferred by the group. Namely, results
across five studies provide evidence that a) participants perceive higher
fWHR targets as more desirable during intergroup conflict, and b) this
desirability is rooted in greater perceived physical strength and
aggression.
aths (ps b .010). Dashed lines represent non-significant paths (ps N .3).
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Should higher fWHRs socialize, belong to groups, and reproduce at
comparable or better rates as lower fWHRs, then there must be some
positive advantages of this characteristic to offset these negative possi-
bilities. Recent research theorizing (Swaddle & Reierson, 2002) and
demonstrating advantages to higher fWHR individuals on an individual
level, such as increased perceptions of aggression or intimidation (Carré
&McCormick, 2008; Hehman et al., 2013b), decreased death by contact
violence (Stirrat et al., 2012), and increased reproductive success (Loehr
& O'Hara, 2013), supports the possibility of such a trade-off. The current
work indicates that these benefits extend to the group level, as well, but
builds upon previous work in providing an explanatory mechanism for
why and when high fWHR individuals might be preferred. Because of
their perceived physical strength and aggression, qualities potentially
advantageous during intergroup conflict, higher fWHR individuals
were preferred during intergroup competition.

Though intelligence and trustworthiness did not consistently
influence selection decisions (Studies 3A and 3B), it is important to
note that these traits may predict team selection in other contexts. For
example, intelligence may have been perceived to be less relevant to
choosing a football team, but itmight influence team selection decisions
in contexts in which intelligence is perceived as important (e.g., chess).
Similarly, trustworthiness might drive selection decisions in contexts
where trust is essential (e.g., choosing an investment partner). Indeed,
such subtle contextual differences may explain why previous research
found that fWHR predicted trustworthiness ratings (Stirrat & Perrett,
2010), but the current research did not (but see Rule, Krendl, Ivcevic,
& Ambady, 2013, for evidence that trustworthiness evaluations are not
always accurate). Thus, the context in which selection decisions are
made is likely to determinewhich characteristics are valued. Historical-
ly, intergroup competition was primarily combative and physical in
nature (Van Vugt, 2009) and the current research indicates that aggres-
sion and physical strength were likely valued in those contexts.

Furthermore, the current results serve as a reminder that context
determines whether a given trait is perceived positively or negatively.
Though previous work has examined perceptions and behaviors of
high fWHR, such as aggression and social dominance, in a negatively
valenced manner, the current research shows that these same charac-
teristics can be interpreted in a positive light and desired in certain
contexts. This interpretation leads to several novel and exciting theoret-
ical possibilities. For instance, though decreased conformity and inhibi-
tion may lead a higher fWHR individual to be more likely to express
racial prejudice (Hehman et al., 2013a) or react aggressively (Carré &
McCormick, 2008), for the same reasons they might additionally be
more likely to criticize another for expressing prejudicial beliefs, enter
a burning building to save a pet, or less likely to demonstrate the
bystander effect (Latane & Darley, 1968). We note that these possibili-
ties are purely speculatory, but an interesting avenue of future research
might be to explore the heroic side of socially dominant, high fWHR
individuals.

A limitation of the present work is that only faces were presented
for evaluation. Inmost normal contexts, the body is perceived holistical-
ly with the face (Aviezer, Trope, & Todorov, 2012) and body shape
and movements inform our evaluations (Johnson, Gill, Reichman, &
Tassinary, 2007). One possible explanation for the current results is
that higher fWHR naturally co-occurs with more physically strong
bodies, and individuals are inferring such a physique from the faces.
Indeed, testosterone, strongly implicated as responsible for a higher
fWHR, is associated with greater physical strength in males (Bhasin
et al., 1996). Results indicate that individuals were using fWHR in this
context as a proxy for the physical strength of the body. Thus, future
research might wish to examine the independent effects of the body's
physical strength in terms of preferences for intergroup competition,
and how individuals with incongruent faces and bodies are perceived.

In summary, intergroup competition has been ubiquitous through-
out human history. Though previous research has revealed that higher
fWHR individuals are considered a risk to resources and personal safety
on an individual level, our findings here indicate that during intergroup
competition they are valued for these same characteristics. Thus, this
research indicates that, when determining group membership during
intergroup competitions, individuals prefer high fWHR groupmembers.
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